Three Alumni Achievement Awards To Be Presented at Graduation

Forrest M. Swisher, a native of Grinnell, Iowa, was graduated from NDSU in 1934 with a B.S. in Zoology, having moved to Fargo in 1933. He was a school principal at Anamosa, N. D., during the 1934-35 school year, and then went on to earn his M.D. at the University of Chicago, in 1940. He was assistant to the Chief of Army Orthopedic Services, 1943-46, and became a partner in the Anderson Clinic at Alexandria, Virginia, in 1946, where he still practices. The doctor has authored numerous medical research papers and is a member of six professional societies. He is a deacon of the Presbyterian Church.

Cyril H. Arnold, a native of Fargo, was graduated from NDSU in 1926 with a B.S. degree in economics and education. He joined the staff of the Ford Motor Company as a field manager to district manager of Ford offices in Fargo, St. Cloud, Minneapolis, and Denver. Early this year he was named dealer relations manager at the general offices in Dearborn. After graduating he served with the Marines. As he was promoted by Ford, he participated in the Marine Corps. As he was promoted from field manager to department manager for the Ford Division, Dearborn, Michigan, Miss Boletha Frojen, for 20 years state supervisor of home economics for Florida, joined Forrest M. Swisher, M.D., as orthopedic surgeon.

The awards are given to former students or graduates of NDSU who have achieved outstanding success in their chosen fields.

The President's luncheon, which Dr. Hultz initiated, will be at the Student Union Sunday noon for visiting guests, families and dignitaries. A tax for Boletha Frojen, one of the Alumni Achievement Award winners, will be sponsored by the alumnae chapter of Phi Upsilon Omicron in the Founders Room of the Home Economics Building Saturday afternoon from 3-5 p.m. Boletha Frojen was one of the first members of Phi Upsilon Omicron.

STUDYING FOR FINALS got the best of this NDSU coed. It's pretty early in the game to tire out now. Look at that stack of books that have to be reviewed!!
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587 SU Students to Receive Degrees Sunday at Commencement Exercises

Graduation day is here for approximately 587 NDSU students.

The 67th annual commencement exercise is set for 2 p.m., May 21 at the Field House. Acting Vice President of NDSU, Arion Hazen, will preside at both the commencement ceremony and the baccalaureate service.

Rev. Edwin Bigelow of the St. James Episcopal Church of Grinnell, N. Dak., will speak at the baccalaureate service in Festival Hall at 10 a.m., May 21. Rev. Bigelow is a former faculty member of the speech department at NDSU.

Of the graduating students approximately 491 will receive bachelor of science degrees, and 96 will receive their master of science degrees.

Edwin J. Hauser, North Dakota state extension director since 1926, will receive an honorary doctor of science degree at the commencement exercise.

Alumni Achievement Awards will be presented to Cyril Arnold, Miss Boletha Frojen, and Dr. Forrest M. Swisher. These awards are given to former students, or graduates of NDSU who have achieved outstanding success in their chosen fields. This is the ninth year such awardees have been given at NDSU.

A Special Service Award will go to Karl Ovesen, a gardener at NDSU, who has charge of all the flowers on the campus.

The award, planned by a committee including Dr. Hultz, will be presented for "efforts that have helped turn the campus into a beauty spot renowned throughout the entire region."

The proceedings for the ceremony will form on the sidewalk from the southwest corner of the Administration Building, weather permitting. If the weather is unfavorable the candidates for degrees will line up in Churchill Hall. The stage party and faculty will form in Old Main.

The President's luncheon, which Dr. Hultz initiated, will be at the Student Union Sunday noon for visiting guests, families, and dignitaries.

A tax for Boletha Frojen, one of the Alumni Achievement Award winners, will be sponsored by the alumnae chapter of Phi Upsilon Omicron in the Founders Room of the Home Economics Building Saturday afternoon from 3-5 p.m. Boletha Frojen was one of the first members of Phi Upsilon Omicron.
Editorial

A good many students attending North Dakota State University, probably from their skill in the library, should be at another North Dakota institution. At Jamestown, we understand, it is part of the therapy to have patients put up magazines and old books. The tragic situation is that the "sick" persons are using the NDSU library, and they are literally "cutting up" hundreds of dollars worth of valuable books and nearly irreplaceable bound magazines each year.

You, your parents and other taxpayers must foot the bill. Chief victims are the photographic books, librarians say. These, picture-crammed documentaries are interesting reading, everyone knows. But anyone who loves books, or even one who is trying to read an article, from which a large piece has been sliced, can be outraged at the stupid ruthlessness of some of our library users. Pictures of dances, bathing suit-wearing girls and models are generally the hardest hit pictures. But photos roused out of a recently acquired (185) photographic history have been of rather ordinary, athletic events and the like. One wonders with a capital "W" why. We urge that the library committee, or whenever has final authority in cases of university vandalism, should make such hoodlumism a capital offense. They should punish names, offenses and other details whenever guilt is clearly proven.

This, certainly, will help students!

Look, University Students!

TO THE FACULTY AND STUDENTS OF NDSU

Two years of rewarding, highly interesting experience is coming to a close this semester, according to Dean Stallings, head librarian. Library hours for next year have been tentatively changed for the first time in many years. The change has been made to benefit students who wish to work on research papers or to study at home in the evening.

Student Affairs Committee was at last beginning to become aware of this a mere 90 days from now.
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Would you prefer semesters to our quarter system?

Sam Phillips
Pharm. Soph.
Wadena, Minn.

Kathleen Shepard
Burnstäd, N. D.

Kirby Erickson
Pharm. Jr.
Superior, Wis.

Sharon Alberts
Math, Sr.
Moorhead, Minn.

Jerry Stockman
Chem. Jr.
Winona, Minn.

My God No! Sure, why not. Quarters have as much merit as any. Give me one good reason! UND is on a four-semester system and look how bunchy-long they are!!!

—SPECTRUM

Letters to the Editor, Students & Staff

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL:

For many years much criticism has been aimed at Senate in regard to its effectiveness, or rather its lack of effectiveness with such slogans as "Mickey Mouse," etc. aimed at the Senate. It was my belief that Senate was at last beginning to become a representative student governing body.

The University Council with its action on May 10 apparently does not share this opinion.

The Council in acting on a proposal from the Student Senate, as students with small children who find it difficult to study at home in the evening.

If hours were extended, the library would be more beneficial to many married students with small children who find it difficult to study at home in the evening.

The library would like to keep the students' views on the issue. Fill out the following blank and leave it at the circulation desk of the library.

Should the library be kept open? Yes ___ No ___

How many hours a day do you use the library?

Time of the day? (morning, afternoon, evening)

I am not arguing the relative merits of the proposed fee raise, however, I do disagree with the Council's apparent doubt of the Senate Student Council's capabilities of representing the students on this campus.

My God No! Sure, why not. Quarters have as much merit as any. Give me one good reason! UND is on a four-semester system and look how bunchy-long they are!!!

Would you prefer semesters to our quarter system?

OAPE

SANDY WAXLER IS EXAMINING MUTILATED

photography books and Life magazines in the library. Books have been slashed and pages have been removed from bound copies. Magazines originally cost about 10 cents. Replacement magazines come to $3.50 each, and additional rebinding costs.

Spot checks indicate dozens of bound volumes of back issues are mutilated.

This is not my purpose nor my way of employing these forces. If the Communists, as individuals, should employ these forces to do the job, then I disagree with you nor do I agree with you on one point; that our actions in Cuba were not thoughtless or selfish or ill-conceived.

I am sure that free elections would have been held and that the Fidel himself would have come to it that another puppet government would not reign.

As far as my own opinions are concerned, I believe we should do everything in our power to prevent the communists out of Cuba. If it is necessary to use our own military and the job, then I say, in the cause of freedom, that we should employ these forces.

As for the criticism that may be putted forward at this action, I believe no one will oppose you further than you would oppose me. If I were Mr. Castro.

In getting Communist out of Cuba we will have eliminated one of two evils. It is a difficult process.

If you say, Mr. Greenley, that our actions in Cuba were not opposed, let alone prove it to the American people.

You say, Cuba does not pose a threat to the National Security of the United States. Our highest Military Planners seem to disagree with you or I agree with you. Do you think that just because the Communists in Cuba has achieved power in that country it should employ these forces to do the job.

I believe that we are in a world war and that Cuba is in the cause of freedom, that you may employ these forces to do the job.

I hope the University Council reconsiders its action and decides that Senate is to be an effective, weak student governing body, or if Senate has to go crying back to the Student Body every time an important issue comes up, it should at least make any effectiveness it should have as governing body. If the University Senate is to be an ineffective, weak student governing body as the action indicates, I would just as soon have no part of it.

The University Council reconsiders its action and decides that Senate is to be an effective student governing body on this campus.

Wayne Hamann
Student Body President

Dear Editor:

In last week's "Letters To The Editor" column, a certain Mr. Jon Greenley has said some very uncom­ munity things to say about our National Policy to say nothing of his rash comments concerning the President of the United States.

To Mr. Greenley I have this to say: It is not my purpose nor my ambition to convert you to Democrat or merely to set the record straight.

I will begin, first of all, by agreeing with you on one point; that our actions in Cuba were not thoughtless or selfish or ill-conceived.

I am sure that free elections would have been held and that the Fidel himself would have come to it that another puppet government would not reign.

As far as my own opinions are concerned, I believe we should do everything in our power to prevent the communists out of Cuba. If it is necessary to use our own military and the job, then I say, in the cause of freedom, that we should employ these forces.

As for the criticism that may be putted forward at this action, I believe no one will oppose you further than you would oppose me. If I were Mr. Castro.

In getting Communist out of Cuba we will have eliminated one of two evils. It is a difficult process.

I am sure that free elections would have been held and that the Fidel himself would have come to it that another puppet government would not reign.

As far as my own opinions are concerned, I believe we should do everything in our power to prevent the communists out of Cuba. If it is necessary to use our own military and the job, then I say, in the cause of freedom, that we should employ these forces.

As for the criticism that may be putted forward at this action, I believe no one will oppose you further than you would oppose me. If I were Mr. Castro.

In getting Communist out of Cuba we will have eliminated one of two evils. It is a difficult process.

I am sure that free elections would have been held and that the Fidel himself would have come to it that another puppet government would not reign.

As far as my own opinions are concerned, I believe we should do everything in our power to prevent the communists out of Cuba. If it is necessary to use our own military and the job, then I say, in the cause of freedom, that we should employ these forces.

As for the criticism that may be putted forward at this action, I believe no one will oppose you further than you would oppose me. If I were Mr. Castro.

In getting Communist out of Cuba we will have eliminated one of two evils. It is a difficult process.

I am sure that free elections would have been held and that the Fidel himself would have come to it that another puppet government would not reign.

As far as my own opinions are concerned, I believe we should do everything in our power to prevent the communists out of Cuba. If it is necessary to use our own military and the job, then I say, in the cause of freedom, that we should employ these forces.

As for the criticism that may be putted forward at this action, I believe no one will oppose you further than you would oppose me. If I were Mr. Castro.
Crippled Coed Braves NDSU Weather

by Heather McCrea

Sharon Salisbury, AAS, is one of the most energetic students but they are especially so for Sharon Salisbury, AAS. When she began in school, she couldn’t get around by herself because of cerebral palsy. She has been in a long time, Sharon Salisbury bravely traversed the campuses of a cane. She learned to walk without help of any kind, but she is still learning more about walking. She is learning to take steps without her cane. She feels that she will soon be able to walk without help of any kind.

"I’ll lose the excitement of journalism, but I really want to help the physically handicapped," Sharon said a Spectrum reporter. She hopes after graduating to get a job as a speech therapist where she can work with crippled children.

"Some day I’ll go back and pick up some journalism courses, but right now I want to graduate," she stated.

While Sharon was in high school, she was graduated on a series of surgery to help her gain control of her legs. She had her first operation in 1955 and her last in 1957.

These operations were tendon transplants on her ankles. After the first one she was able to start walking with help of crutches. She graduated from Fargo High in 1956.

Sharon went to Pasadena City College in California for two years. She was graduated in 1958 while she was going to school in California she began her first physical therapy. She learned enough to walk with only the help of a cane.

Sharon’s first interest was journalism. However, when she entered Fresno State in 1958 she majored in speech therapy.

After one semester at Fresno State and two at Los Angeles State College, Sharon returned to NDSU to get her degree.

Sharon plans to graduate at the end of summer school. Now that she almost has her degree, the struggle doesn’t seem so hard.

Sharon is still learning more about walking. She is learning to take steps without her cane. She feels that she will soon be able to walk without help of any kind.

She stated, "I’m not a little person who has suffered and overcame. I’m a person who has learned to walk without a cane."

Sharon started school in Fargo and went her first 12 grades here. When she began in school she couldn’t get around by herself at all. Her mother or a friend helped her from place to place.

Remember library books be long on the shelves in the library during the summer and not in your bottom drawer. The library has just opened its fairgrounds for vacation.
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FARc0 FAIRGROUNDS

6 - 12 p.m. weekdays
1 - 12 p.m. Saturday & Sunday

GO-CART RIDES

Philip Morris Commander have been happy to bring you this unmeasured, free-wheeling column all year long. Now, if we may echo old Max: Stay healthy. Stay happy. Stay loose.

"VISIT OUR STORE"
NORTHERN SCHOOL SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT, INC. IN FARGO 50 YEARS
The Latest... By Nancy Flatt

Who says anyone's worried about finals? Dorm lights on all night, students dragging between classes with refueling stops for coffee and food. Students work that can't possibly get done, but generally does. It's all part of final week, that grand and glorious thing.

But one group at NDSU is exempt from the mad rush of finals. Their rush centered around graduation and the endless last minute details concerning the big day, May 21. Then we can congratulate our seniors on their undergraduate work, as they will be officially armed with diplomas.

Tonight is for the AGD's at the Moorhead Country Club. The only term party of the week. Picnics are still sound off loud and clear. Tuesday night the AGD's and Theta Chi, the Kappa's and Sigma Chi's and the Phi Mu's and AGER's.

Was told that the Edwin Booth Society is having a picnic party Saturday for all those who are qualified. This year Gordon Kovel is the man to contact if you're interested in going.

Monday night many fraternity men donned their walking shoes and appeared at sorority houses... the seniors were the SAE's, Theta Chi's and TKC's.

The TKE's stopped at the GPB house to serenade their new sweetheart, Karen Seshus, and to present the chapter with their new picture. * * *

Sororities in action. The GPB's had a Dad's night Monday and will be having an apple picking night next Monday for their instructors. Sound like a good idea?

The KAT's and KKG's got together for laboring at the Theta house Friday night. Was a typical slumber party with a questionable amount of slumber.

Men did not monopolize the serenading Monday night. The Kappa's called on the Theta's and also serenaded Diane Broakate, AGD, for her engagement to Dennis Wamre, AAR jr. Who says tradition can't be reversed.

Would like to add a note for the fishermen on campus. Now that fishing season is officially open, you might be looking for bait. Following are some of the best spots.

Bonita Bohnsack, queen of the Bison Stampede, proudly looks at the belt buckle she won for first place in the girl's barrel race. Bonita was queen of NDSU's first rodeo May 13-14 sponsored by the Rodeo Club.

BONITA BOHNSACK, queen of the Bison Stampede, proudly looks at the belt buckle she won for first place in the girl's barrel race. Bonita was queen of NDSU's first rodeo May 13-14 sponsored by the Rodeo Club.

New queen to reign. congratulations to Sue Jackson, AGD, the new Lettermen's Queen and also to Bonita Bohnsack, KAT, Rodeo Queen.

New Greek initiates... from the KAT house, Barbara Butler and Marilyn Johnson, Carol Jensen, Marilyn Johnson, Carol Nelson and Marla Robberson.

Election of officers was held.

Twenty members of Tau Beta Sigma and Sigma Chi are also part of the Springfield College, Massachusetts. These girls are attending the Springfield workshop for the future.

Miss Wilke is from the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation but lives in one of the few privately owned homes there.

Miss Mary Horses is from Fort Yates Indian Reservation.

Summer Jobs For College Men

Prominent National Sales-Management firm with offices in Fargo offers full time Summer employment in sales and supervisory capacity to mature students over 21, and instructors. High Level Income — Interesting Work, Excellent Opportunities to advance into Management Field and a lifetime career position.

Evaluate our top level program now before vacation starts. Contact personnel department for appointment.

PagAD 5-3112 AD 5-6709 evenings

TACO SHOP
Taco 19¢
Tostada 19¢
Made With Ground Beef, Cheese, Lettuce
AD 2-7734
308 13th St. No.

GREYHOUND
N. D. State University
SUMMER SPECIAL
Wherever you're going — home or holiday trip take advantage of these low, low Greyhound fares:

Bismarck $3.50 $9.55
Minot 9.25
Grand Forks 2.75
Fargo 2.00
Pine Ridge 7.25
Washington, D. C. 47.75
Los Angeles 70.75
New York City 77.75

All prices plus tax
502 N. P. Ave.
Phone AD 5-5335

GREYHOUND
Hslerud to Receive Honorary Degree at Commencement

Edwin J. Haslerud, North Dakota State Extension Director, will receive an honorary degree at NDSU Commencement ceremonies, Sunday, May 21.

The Commencement program will begin at 2 p.m. in the NDSU Fieldhouse and will be transmitted again this year with no speaker. President Will be Aslon G. Haslerud, acting vice president.

Director Haslerud will receive an honorary Doctor of Science degree following the presentation of graduate degrees. He has been the State Extension Director since 1939 and retires this year.

Active in education and health in North Dakota for thirty-four years, Haslerud helped establish the North Dakota Advisory Council for Agricultural Research and Education following World War II and served as chairman from 1939-1947.

Starting with 25 members the Council has grown to a membership of more than 1,500 active members who advise and assist the State University, Extension and Experiment Stations to adjust their program and facilities to changing wants and needs of the people of North Dakota.

Haslerud was also instrumental in the establishment of the State Livestock Advisory Committee to advise agencies on research and education activities in livestock production and feeding in North Dakota.

This committee has been very effective in achieving the unified support of all groups in North Dakota interested in increasing farm efficiency with live-

stock production.

He also helped organize a state health planning committee and served as chairman of this committee improving rural health and hospital services and facilities.

He participated in establishing the Great Plains Council Health Committee and was selected as Administrator/Advisor to the group from 1946-1949.

For twenty and a half years he served on the Organization and Policy Committee of the Ameri-
can Association of Land Grant Colleges and Universities and the National Advisory Council on Legislation.

As a member of this group he testified before the Senate Agri-
cultural Committee twice and the

Bureau of the Budget and was instrumental in securing approval for improvements in auditing and appropriating procedures that have been of great value in simplifying the handling of federal funds at the state and national levels.

He was chairman of the North Central States Directors of Extension Group for two years, and also has served as secretary of the Extension Group for two years.

Haslerud has been the only Extension Service Director on the Special Farm Labor Commis-
sion of the Bureau of Employment

security.

A native of Peterson, Minnesota, Haslerud is a graduate of the University of Minnesota. After serving as instructor in charge of dairy production at Montana State until 1925, he spent two years as a county agent in Montana and two years in North Dakota. He was named extension dairyman in 1928 and has been on the extension staff since that time.

Oakey Elected

John Oakey, chairman of the department of civil engineering at NDSU, was elected director of the educational division of the American Road Builders Association at the recent convention of the association at Atlantic City, N.J.

Rawlings & MacGregor

EMERY JOHNSON

WHOLESALE OF ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

7 S. Broadway
AD 5-3361

YOUR NDSU UNION BARBERSHOP

will be open all summer

Regular hours - 8:00-5:30
Saturday - 8:00-12:00
Appointment AD 2-3134 or drop in
by Dean Forseth

"Fire up for America!"

As the final week of school approaches one frequently hears the cries of his fellow classmates: "Fire up for finals!" "Fire up for graduation!" "Fire up for summer!"

Yet the reason we, as students, are privileged to take part in the events which are so eagerly awaited, is worth "firing up" for - we have not slipped in the back of our minds. I am talking about this bountiful land in which we live, and our way of life.

Now my reason for concern over this matter is not merely ideological. It is the land of life which is today, threatened by the power of an enemy power is bent on conquering you, and proposes to destroy and fresh start made.

Nikolai Lenin introduced Communism to the world in 1917 at the head of a murdering mob which seized control of the second provisional government of Russia. Lenin died in 1924, but not before laying down Communist strategy for conquest of the world. It has been paraphrased and summarised as follows: "First, we will take Eastern Europe. Next, the masses of Asia. Then we shall encircle the bastion of Capitalism, the United States of America. We shall not have to attack it; it will fall like overripe fruit into our hands."

Since August, 1945, the Communist criminal conspiracy has averaged, taking over seven thousand newly enslaved subjects per hour and this rate is presently increasing rather than diminishing.

What is Communism? First, it is a religion of promise, the promise to create a new and redeemed mankind. It states that man is matter in motion, nothing more, and as such we would be managed as animals. It leaves no room for religions as we know it today. It is strictly scientific, one-minded, and ruthless.

The Communist doctrine readily states that they cannot establish their utopian paradise unless the people are first disarmed, deceived. "You are one of the Communist infiltrated groups in America. They have used the philosophy of socialism, the welfare state, and nothing divert them. They have used the philosophy of socialism, the welfare state, and nothing divert them. They have used the philosophy of socialism, the welfare state, and nothing divert them. They have used the philosophy of socialism, the welfare state, and nothing divert them."

How and why is Communism advancing? The Communists are operating from a detailed plan of action set down in part by Lenin before he died. They have been lying in wait for a chance at their success. "If an enemy power is bent on conquering you, and proposes to turn all of his resources to that end, he is at war with you; and you must act accordingly," say the Communist apologists of today. The foregoing logic is undisputable.

We, as students and future leaders of this great nation, have a responsibility to ourselves and country to stop and eliminate this threat to our security.

What can we do? First, become informed. Communism is making the biggest advances today by their way of lies, deception and bribery. A nation in which the government and the people under the law, is strictly scientific, one-minded, ruthless.

As summer approaches resolve to study this threat over vacation. Read such books as The Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx to name only a few. Subscribe to or obtain from your library the Dan Smoot Report, American Opinion, Human Events, National Review, Reader's Digest, and keep informed on present day news.

The revealing and ugly story is there, waiting to be read, if only you will allow yourselves to see it. The second, the nature of the Communist criminal conspiracy demands that they attack, usually by infiltration, the dominant influence in our society, namely the churches, the press and the government.

Colleges unprepared for an attack on the school and information media. College professors are accused of being one of the Communist infiltrated groups in America. Professors on this campus could do their part to negate this accusation by making themselves available for teaching classes (credit or non-credit) designed to outline Communism and its objectives. An evening lecture and discussion might be set up.

Chairman elect of the board of directors of the NSDU YMCA represented the YMCA at the meeting of the North Central Area in Racine, Wisconsin in April. The North Central area includes Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota and South Dakota.

YMCA
Howard Blackstock, phy j., was elected president of the NSDU Young Men's Christian Association.

YMCA
No. 1 Specialist in long-distance moving and in local moving.
Phone AD 5-4228
Evenings AD 5-9588

Have a real cigarette - have a CAMEL

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

J. B. Harvill Edwards Co., Winona, Minn.

Drycleaning As You Like It
One Day Shirt Laundry Service
Serving the College Students for 22 Years

Across The Campus
From NDSU
Open Till 8 p.m. Every Evening

A GUY LIKE YOU SHOULD NEVER LEAVE SCHOOL!

until you've chosen your summer wardrobe from the complete selection available from the STRAUS SQUARE SHOP. Right now, our stocks are filled with exciting new fabrics, colors, and styles. Let us help you find the ones that fit you right from the first time you try them on.

The world is waiting for you.
Floats and house decorations for the most part were done with a Name-Change theme in mind. The cry of "Fire up for Homecoming and Name-Change" resounded across the campus. However, spirits were dampened during the big Homecoming game when an astute South Dakota State quarterback fired a last second pass to bring the game to an inconclusive 14-14 finish.

An all-campus election selected comely Jan Melby as Queen of Homecoming 1960. Queen Jan, with her attendants Darlene Dietrich and Joyce Larson reigned over the big parade, the football game and presided at the Homecoming Ball on Saturday night.

In November's election, North Dakota voters gave an overwhelming vote of confidence to the school by legally changing the name of NDAC to North Dakota State University of Agriculture and Applied Science. Thus was culminated a long campaign in which students, faculty and alumni carried their arguments to the people of North Dakota on a grass-roots level. Among the arguments used was the uplifting of agriculture by University status as exemplified by the inscription in the photo above.

The day following election day was a time of great rejoicing on the NDSU, nee NDAC, campus. Student Name-Change chairman Charlie Bateman, pictured at left, led the student body in a class walkout as students celebrated their first day of University status.
1960-61 Is An Unforgettable Year

End of an Era

Pharmacy Dean Clifton E. Miller marks the end of an era as he closes the doors of the old Pharmacy building, Francis Hall, for the last time. The NDSU College of Pharmacy moved into their new home, Sudro Hall, at the north end of the campus in time for the beginning of Fall classes.

Winter came to the NDSU campus with a rush as a howling blizzard deposited a foot of snow in the F-M area late in November. The storm and accompanying cold weather did have their compensations as they forced a temporary postponement of Fall quarter finals.

Some aspiring scholars could not stand the thought of missing even one day's classes, so they tunneled their way out. At bottom left we see these same characters about to receive their just deserts for making such an absurd gesture.

Winter came to the NDSU campus with a rush as a howling blizzard deposited a foot of snow in the F-M area late in November. The storm and accompanying cold weather did have their compensations as they forced a temporary postponement of Fall quarter finals.

Some aspiring scholars could not stand the thought of missing even one day's classes, so they tunneled their way out. At bottom left we see these same characters about to receive their just deserts for making such an absurd gesture.

NDSU and all of North Dakota's educators this year. Dr. Ralph D. North Dakota's foremost spokesmen. Unusual picture was taken in the Sam of the two.

Person...
The Lives Of NDSU Undergrads

Laid Great

The LCT Provides Dramatic Outlet

Founded many years ago by the late Alfred Arnold, NDSU's Little Country Theater and Circle-T Theater have provided students with a flair for dramatics with an effective outlet for their talents. Above is a scene from one of their 1960-61 productions.

This year marked the end of the collegiate career of one of North Dakota's all-time great athletes, Marv Bachmeier. Named to the nation's Little All-America first five in his junior year, Marv was hampered by illness and injury in his final season. Nonetheless he was a potent threat to any team the Bison faced. In recognition of his feats, NDSU took the unprecedented action of retiring his jersey and number. A just tribute to a great athlete!

Ironically, NDSU's winningest athletic squad this year was one that received the least publicity: the bowling team. Compiling an enviable season's record, the squad also set a new national collegiate scoring record, rolling a total of 3177 in a match with Mankato State College.

NDSU's Little Country Theater and Circle-T Theater have provided students with a flair for dramatics with an effective outlet for their talents. Above is a scene from one of their 1960-61 productions.

This year marked the end of the collegiate career of one of North Dakota's all-time great athletes, Marv Bachmeier. Named to the nation's Little All-America first five in his junior year, Marv was hampered by illness and injury in his final season. Nonetheless he was a potent threat to any team the Bison faced. In recognition of his feats, NDSU took the unprecedented action of retiring his jersey and number. A just tribute to a great athlete!

Ironically, NDSU's winningest athletic squad this year was one that received the least publicity: the bowling team. Compiling an enviable season's record, the squad also set a new national collegiate scoring record, rolling a total of 3177 in a match with Mankato State College.
Sharivar and South Pacific Were Combined In One Big Weekend

DISILLUSIONED WITH ROMANCE on a south sea isle, Claudia Gullickson as Ensign Nellie Forbush, resolves that she’s “... gonna wash that man right out of my hair” and proceeds to do just that, giving herself an on-stage shampoo. This action took place during the Blue Key sponsored presentation of “South Pacific,” which went on stage during the Sharivar weekend. Playing to a packed house three nights in a row, “South Pacific” was deemed “a complete success.”

AFTER LONG HOURS OF TOIL, the third annual Sharivar went on in April. Being studied above is the Math Department’s exhibit of the Idiot’s Pool Table. (God, those freshmen get younger every year!) Large crowds viewed the exhibits until the rains came Sunday and turned another Sharivar festival into a Shave-rivar weekend. The downpour, however, failed to dampen spirits and the Sharivar-South Pacific weekend will be one to remember for many years.

And Now .... A Special Spectrum Feature

PLAN TO SPEND AT LEAST AN HOUR in the Union on the night before the final. You may pick up some valuable tips on what material will be covered in the test. And anyway, a refreshing game of ‘coffee cup stacking’ will go far to relieve the tension.

AN EVENING OF CARDS and/or togetherness is said to do much to relieve tense feelings the night before the final.

As a special and helpful feature to all its devoted readers, THE SPECTRUM presents a special feature — How to take the tension out of studying for finals. First of all, there is one known fact that should make us all rest easy: College students seem to acquire a mysterious power which allows them to finish monumental tasks and write inspired papers on the evening before an exam. With this indisputable fact in mind we proceed on for the benefit of those who are not quite sure of their personal ‘mysterious power’.

As the photo at the top left attests, a trip to the Union or any one of Fargo’s other ‘spots’ is a sure-fire method to relieve that before-final tension. And as the photo at the bottom left mentions, a card game or a little togetherness is a good means to sharpen your wits in preparation for that tough final.

However, if none of these methods seem to work in your case, the SPECTRUM presents below a foolproof means of getting through final week without losing your sanity.

See you in class, troops!
Yearbook editing in a family tradition for Mary Wallum, editor of the 1961 Bison at North Dakota State University of Agriculture and Applied Science. The 1931 Bison, her father, Amos D. Wallum, edited, is the third produced by members of her family. This winter quarter, in February 1961, her father, Everett Wallum, brought out the 1929 edition.

Mary was graduated at the end of the winter quarter, in February, and is teaching English at Teacher's College High School. In that, too, she follows in family footsteps. Her father also teaches English, at Pingree High School.

There've been other parallels, too. Both Mary and her father were leaders in extracurricular activities at NDSU, and both were top scholars. Mary belongs to Phi Kappa Phi, and her father, Thrice, was president of Kappa Delta Pi educational honorary and the Lutheran Students Association. She was initiated into Phi Kappa Phi scholastic honorary.

Mary's father was president of Blue Key service fraternity and a member of Alpha Sigma Tau sorority. But for all the similarity in the careers of father and daughter, there's quite a difference between the yearbooks they put out. For one thing, the 1961 book is the first to carry the State University name. Earlier books, including the 1931 edition, had been "NDAC" yearbooks.

The 1961 book has a white cover with a gold cast; the 1931 edition had a black cover. The 1961 Bison is a third again as large as the 1931 edition which had 206 pages.

The 1961 Bison has a Bison Nickel theme, with an embossed drawing of the coin on the cover and similar drawings decorating divider pages between the sections of the book.

Editor Mary noted in the last page of the book that, "This year's Bison...has emphasized the Bison Nickel, an old tradition of the University, symbol of the Nickel Trophy, the athletic teams and the Bison itself."

Her father had been more elaborate with his dedication of the 1931 book, to "the Indian, vanishing, whose campfires still glow again in the sweeping flames at sunset."

"In the glorious morning of growth and power for a moment upon these pages we catch and still those things which were for a little part of your life and mine, and give them to you and to history."

The 1961 Bison photography crew provided hundreds of pictures to fill every page of the book. There are individual pictures of students in all classes.

The 1931 yearbook featured in addition to photographs, numerous etchings of bison, Indians and Great Plains campfires. Her father had to do much of the photography work himself, Mary said.

Outdoor photos of some of the campus buildings for the 1931 book weren't taken until late fall, when the trees were bare. The result was that leaves for the trees had to be etched in on the printing plate.

WOOD'S CAFE
MORE THAN YOU SHOULD EAT FOR $.60
913 Main Ave., Moorhead

FOREIGN STUDENTS RECEIVE AWARDS AT HONORS DAY CONVOCATION

The difficulties of coming to a foreign land were no block to achievement for three young men at NDSU.

Stephen Peng, Sin Lin Lee and Hector Solbel, all foreign students at NDSU, won awards at the recent NDSU Honors Day program.

Peng, a graduate student in chemistry from Hong Kong, China, won part of a $3420 grant from the Pan-American Tung Research and Development League, for research in chemistry.

Lee, from Buenos Aires, Argentina, a graduate student in mechanical engineering, was awarded a membership in the American Society for Testing Materials, in recognition of his scholastic achievement. Hector Solbel, chemistry graduate student from Peru, Mexico, won a $250 scholarship from the Dow Chemical Co.

The awards were announced at the Honors Day program, May 11, in Festival Hall at NDSU.

heads you win

Win a yachting holiday in the Bahamas!

Enter the 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic "Flip Talk" contest. Win a 7-day cruise through the Bahamas on a fabulous yacht plus two glorious days in Nassau—all expenses paid for you and five of your friends. Hundreds of other "water-fun" prizes, too. Entry blanks where 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is sold. Keep it under your hat! 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is made specially for men who use water with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't evaporate—it's 100% pure light grooming oil—replaces the oil water removes from your hair.

Look for the blue label*

Another great Keds first! First to bring you all the fun and freedom of a canvas shoe—in the luxury of brushed nylon. No more any time worry; sturdy enough for any man. Incredibly light on the foot, actually weighs with brush and suet. Wears in ashes of racks, and extra comfort, with Keds' famously fully cushioned inner sole. For him: Keds brushed nylon Breezer Slip-on. For her: Keds brushed nylon Panama, in marvelous colors. Yours at any good shoe or department store.

This is a registered trademark of United States Rubber Company, New York, N.Y.
**SU Awarded Science Grant For Chemistry Courses**

North Dakota chemistry teachers will have an opportunity to study during the regular school year next fall, under a program to be conducted by ND-SU, announced Arlon Hazen, acting ND-SU vice president.

ND-SU has been awarded a $13,440 grant by the National Science Foundation to give a special course in chemistry, beginning Oct. 1, 1961, for secondary school teachers. Classes will be held on Saturdays at off-campus centers about once every three weeks. The exact sites of these instructional centers will be determined by the geographic distribution of the participants.

Five quarter credit hours will be given by ND-SU, which will be acceptable at either the undergraduate or graduate levels. This course, "Chemistry of High School Teachers" is identified as Chemistry 488 in the ND-SU general catalog.

The in-service institute for secondary school science teachers, the first sponsored by the NSF in North Dakota, will be administered by Joel W. Broberg, assistant professor of chemistry. Instructors will include Broberg, Dr. Donald Schwartz, associate professor, and Dr. G. Heggeness, assistant professor.

**Meet old friends and make new ones**

**Dance at the**

CRYSTAL BALLROOM

Oldies and Modern every Tuesday
Rock 'n Roll every Saturday

**ALL OCCASION FLOWER SUPPLY**

For corsages, boutquets, wedding, hospital and funeral flowers.

We appreciate early orders for formal party corsages.

"THE FINEST" at FARO'S FLOWER MARKET

N. P. Avenue at 5th Street, North—Phone AD 1-8319

**"Everybody's Favorite!"**

Perkins
PANCAKE HOUSE

209 Broadway

Oil, Greasing, Tuneups, Wash Jobs, or Gas

See the fellows at

13TH ST. SERVICE

805 N. 13 St.

AD 2-0220

They service right for you.
State University Organizations Elect Officers

Charles Erickson, AG Ed, jr, is the new president of the Future Farmers of America. Other officers are: Raymond Scheetz, vice president; Allen Bjergo, secretary; Duane Peterson, sentinel; Gene Kielberg, reporter; Gary Puppe, ASER. Eugene Zimmer, CE Jr, has been elected president of the American Society of Civil Engineers. Other officers include Cordell Peterson, vice president; Eugene Briss, treasurer; Professors Thomas Pirec and J. H. Prentice, faculty advisors.

The organization acquires students with their profession and encourages its members to develop leadership qualities.

**SENIOR STAFF**

Six junior women at NSDU have been elected into the Senior Staff honorary at NSDU. The candidates are: Diane Brokaw, Collette Buhr, Jane Costin, Bonnie Nordling, Carole Schults, and Ella Faye Thompson. They were selected by the present Senior Staff group on the basis of leadership, scholarship and service, and their names were announced at a Honors Day program at NSDU, May 11.

Senior Staff is a women's honorary established to recognize outstanding coeds and to serve NSDU. Activities of the group include offering advice to students, organizing high scholarship among women students and assisting at NSDU events, including the annual Sharrivar open house.

**IBC**

Kenneth Nelson, Ph. fr, was elected president of the Interfraternity Council. Other newly elected officers are: Marysa Selina, vice president; Jean Tongen, secretary; and Lowell Christiansen, treasurer.

The council has been organizing plans for next fall's freshmen orientation week and also IBC Week next spring.

**RAHJA CLUB**

Sherrwood Bassim, Ph. soph, was recently elected president of the Rahja Club at NSDU.

Other officers elected were: Jay Anderson, vice president; Darryl Kastmann, secretary; Kenneth Keller, treasurer; and Jon D. Johnson, corresponding secretary.

Rahja is the NSDU pep club, which has been in existence for more than 20 years. The purpose of the club is to stimulate student participation, team backing, and school spirit. The members assist the cheerleaders at all football, basketball games, convocations, pep rallies and other NSDU activities.

**SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON**

Bill Thompson, Ag. soph, is the new president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Other officers are: Gary Connell, vice president; Steve Olson. secretary; Dick Kuecker, sergeant-at-arms; Russ Marling, social chairman; Dick Hansen, manager; Dalton Moske, kitchen manager; and Jim Trasuegay, chaplain.

---

**LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:**

**DEAR DR. FROOD:**

**DR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY:** A penny saved is a penny earned. And if you could put away a penny a week for one year, why, you will have fifty-two cents!

---

**DEAR DISTRACTED:** Mother him. To carry this off, I suggest you wear a raccoon coat, let your hair and eyebrows grow shaggy and learn to whimper affectionately.

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR FRUSTRATED:** Perhaps, but you'll have to convince me why, you will have fifty-two cents!

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR EAGER:** I don't think the college will let you out.

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR EAGER:** Before vacation, my girl and I agreed to exchange Christmas presents. I sent her a nice bank. You can imagine how I felt when I awoke Christmas morning to find a sports car and a nice hanky. You can imagine how I felt when I...

---

**CHANCE TO LUCKIES:**

**LUCKY STRIKE**

**DEAR FROOD:** Our college mascot is a great big lovable Saint Bernard. He loves everyone—except me. In fact, he has bitten me viciously several times. What can I do to get him to like me?

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR ANXIOUS:** Perhaps, but you'll have to convince me first.

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR EAGER:** I don't think the college will let you out.

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR FROOD:** On New Year's Eve I foolishly resolved to be more generous with my Luckies. My friends have held me to this, but I foolishly resolved to be more generous with my Luckies. My friends have held me to this...

---

**LUCKY STRIKE**

**DEAR ANXIOUS:** It's hard to tell, really. Lightning, a runaway horse, a tornado—who knows?

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR RESOLUTE:** Lightening, a tornado—who knows?

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR FROOD:** Our college mascot is a great big lovable Saint Bernard. He loves everyone—except me. In fact, he has bitten me viciously several times. What can I do to get him to like me?

---

**LUCKY STRIKE**

**DEAR FROOD:** On New Year's Eve I foolishly resolved to be more generous with my Luckies. My friends have held me to this, but I foolishly resolved to be more generous with my Luckies. My friends have held me to this...

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR FROOD:** On New Year's Eve I foolishly resolved to be more generous with my Luckies. My friends have held me to this, and I've been forced to give away several packs a day. What do you think would happen if I broke this resolution?

---

**LUCKY STRIKE:**

**DEAR FROOD:** On New Year's Eve I foolishly resolved to be more generous with my Luckies. My friends have held me to this, and I've been forced to give away several packs a day. What do you think would happen if I broke this resolution?

---

Army-Air Force Commissioning Set

Forty-seven ROTC cadets at NSDU will be commissioned at joint Army-Air Force exercises, at 4 p.m. Friday, May 19, in Festival Hall. Six of the cadets will receive awards for outstanding achievements in ROTC work.

The commissioning address will be given by Brigadier General Julian M. Chappel, commander, Air Reserve Record Center, Denver, Colo. He was formerly assistant deputy for operations of the Far East Air Force, Tokyo, and later, chief of staff of the Seventh Air Force, FEAF, at Wheeler Air Force Base, Hawaii.

Just prior to assuming command at the Denver center in 1909, General Chappel was Deputy Chief of Staff for operations of the Continental Air Command at Mitchel Air Force Base, Long Island, New York.

The presentation of commissions will be by Lieutenant Colonel Joseph W. Mitchell Jr., professor of military science and tactics, and Colonel Joseph E. Habeger, professor of air science. Arlen G. Hansen, acting vice president of NSDU, will present awards to the six outstanding cadets. Lieutenant Colonel Mitchell will give a welcoming address.

SEE KATHRYN WESNER

About Your Tour to the Middle East

55 Days — Leave June 24th

SEE KATHRYN WESNER

Or Call Or Write

Reed Travel Agency

305 Broadway

Dial AD 2-4411

For Professional Service

Stop at Iver's Barber Shop

Four Barbers to Serve You

203 Broadway
Viewing Intramurals

by Fred Wright

What's wrong with intramurals? What's wrong with the sports scene at the NDSU campus? These are two questions which I have constantly asked myself this last year — my first year as a student at North Dakota State University.

Since this is the last issue of the Spectrum for this school year, I would like to attempt to answer these delicate questions so that you, the students of NDSU, are familiar with the problems which now exist in the sports scene on campus.

One of the first factors one must take into consideration is that of school spirit. This last year has been a memorable one in the history of this institution. It was a time in which the name was changed from an "Agricultural College" to that of a University.

Now that we are students of a university, we must act accordingly. One can not be a true university student just because he goes to school at a place called a university. He must work for and represent the university in every way he can. There must be a strong school spirit — this is what is sadly lacking at North Dakota State University.

One of the ways to give birth to school spirit is through sports. The importance sports plays in building school spirit is tremendous. An example of this is the University of Minnesota. The recognition that last year's football team brought the University is tremendous indeed. It not only made the University the most popular one in the nation; it increased the school spirit to heights which have never been seen before.

One of the reasons that Minnesota had a great team is that they have a great intramural program. There is no reason why this shouldn't hold true at NDSU.

By increasing and bettering the intramural machine, one is going to increase the school spirit over-all. Men's sports (football, basketball) and intramurals go hand in hand.

Here on campus I believe there are two things which could be done which would help the intramural program.

The first is that a commissioneer be set up to serve in the same capacity as the commissioner of baseball now serves.

Any arguments or disputes could be brought to him and it would be up to him to settle them. This would tend to create a tighter control and the intramural program would run smoother.

The second is that a playoff should be started between NDSU and NDU. The winners in the various activities in the two schools would compete against each other to determine the final champion. Taking into consideration the rivalry which now exists between the two schools, I am sure that this would tend to strengthen school spirit.

Another week and this quarter is over. However, now is the time to start thinking of what must be done next fall. I firmly believe that by strengthening the intramural program, the overall picture of North Dakota State University will be greatly improved. If you disagree with my ideas on how to increase the school spirit — fine; perhaps you have some better ones.

If you do, think about them this summer. Remember that you probably will be coming back next year.

All girls interested in playing softball this summer please call or contact Collette Buhr, Dinan Hall, or attend the Fargo-Moorhead Women's Softball meeting Friday, May 19 at 7 p.m. in the Northwestern Savings and Loan Association Building.
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Sports car spice never came in so many varieties...Chevrolet!

Maybe you're a fellow with more or less normal driving habits who's looking for a change of pace. Or maybe you're a red-hot sports car buff. Either way, you'll find the fastest relief for that tantalizing itch in your driving foot at your Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping Center. He's got cars that run the sporting spectrum like no others—nimble Corvair Monzas (2- or 4-door), chugged-up Impala Super Sports (in five different body styles) and the kingpin of production sports cars, the Corvette. You can take your choice without chasing all over town. They're all stalmates under the same roof!

CHEVY CORVAIR
MONZA CLUB COUPE
Nestle behind the wheel in one of those bucket front seats and see what Corvair's rear-engine design has done for driving. Steering that responds to the subtlest hint. Braking that brings you to precise even-keel stops. Traction that clings like a cocklebur.

CORVETTE
It's the goinglest machine in America. Pure-bred sports car performance—the likes of which only the most elite (and expensive) foreign-built jobs could claim before Corvette began stealing their thunder in open competition.

See the new Chevrolets at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
Oddvar Helgesen
John Stalpes
Marv Bachmeier

the farther
smoke travels
Air-Softened,
the milder,
the cooler,
the smoother
it tastes

Old '60-’61 will soon close its
door at NDSU and so it is time
to reminisce over the past sport-
ing spectacles.
The football team started out
with a crawl but came shooting
down the home stretch and end-
ed the season on a three game
win streak.
If this is an indication of
the future Bison then they will
be a team to be reckoned with
in the coming year.

Fullback "Dia-
mound" Dave
Gentzkow found
the opposition
earn enough
times and scor-
ed enough
points to win
the NCC scoring
race.
The Dennis
trophy awarded to the most
valuable player on the Bison
squad was presented to John
Stalpes.
Both of these excellent com-
petitors will be back for next
year's season.

With the football season hardly
over, coach Charlie Bentson and
his basketball team were well in-
to another tough season.
Injuries began to build up and
played havoc with Bentson's
chargers throughout the season.

One of the highlights of the
season was ending the year by
trouncing the green and white
Sioux in their own back yard.
The sad part about the basket-
ball season is the fact that Bach-
meier will never suit up for the
Bison again.

He culminates his illustrious
career as a college sportman
when he graduates next week.

It was Tom Needberg's track
team that surprised all Bison fol-
lowers.

Led by their outstanding star
Oddvar Helgesen the seven man
squad never finished worse than
third in any meet.

The squad was made up of in-
dividual stars but almost every
time Helgesen stepped on a track
he broke the existing record.

Well, another year comes to an
end at NDSU and another year's
activities goes down into the rec-
ord books.

Three Bison greats have com-
pleted another year. One of these
greats finished his career at Bis-
onville.

My crystal ball says the Bison
will come through in '62.
Bryn Awarded Science Stipend

Milo Bryn, instructor in mathematics at NDSU, has been awarded a $3150 stipend from the National Science Foundation, for a year of advanced study at the University of Illinois. He will begin his studies in August. The stipend leads to the M.A. degree.

Bryn, a native of Rugby, taught mathematics at high schools in Steele, N. D., and Stevenson, Mont., after earning his B.S. at NDSU in 1954. He served in the Army under a critical skills program, in 1957, and returned to earn a master of science degree at NDSU in 1960.

The N.S.F. program will also be attended by two NDSU alumni, Paul Grashow, who is teaching mathematics at Bemidji State College, and Marvin Gutzmer, mathematics teacher at Pipestone High School, Minnesota. The two earned M.S. degrees at NDSU in 1957 and 1958, respectively.

Freshmen Panic

Survey Results Released

by Jackie Nielsen

Senior panic! Not on the NDSU campus. Results from a recent survey showed that the freshman have the panic! The family relations class (HM & CD 466) under the supervision of Miss Eleanor Virgin recently conducted a survey on the dating habits of NDSU students. Questionnaires were distributed to 346 freshmen and senior, Greek and independent men and women.

As mentioned before, the freshmen showed the greatest anxiety for marrying during college for fear of not marrying later. The senior male independents had the highest percentage. Dating campus with most people went from random dating to dating the same person as freshmen to random dating as seniors. Freshman independent women went from random dating to dating the same person as seniors. The Greeks being quite consistent went from random dating to dating the same person as freshmen.

The survey, according to the survey, is mainly a weekend dating campus with most people preferring to go dancing, to the movies or just talking. In all cases the most acceptable amount to spend on a date was from two to five dollars.

The Greeks being quite consistent in their dating; the men dating at random dating as seniors.

The survey was an interesting experience in collecting data and pulling some facts from it.